This paper uses the methodology developed in Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) to measure the change in the extensive, or new goods, margin of trade between Japan and China after China's entry into the World Trade Organization in 2001. The new goods account for 15.9% of Japanese exports to China and 22% of Chinese exports to Japan after trade liberalization. For the case of Chinese exports to Japan, a time series measure shows the growth in new goods coincides with the timing of the trade liberalization.
Introduction
The past two decades witnessed a rapid increase in the role played by the Chinese economy in the world economy as a whole. As Chinese growth surged, China emerged as a major global trader. The size of the Japanese economy and its own importance in world trade suggested the two countries would grow closer to one another through increased bilateral trade, especially given the countries' close proximity in Asia. Growth in bilateral trade between the countries did, in fact, occur. As a share of total Japanese trade, for example, trade with China increased by a factor of almost 6. Trade grew either along the intensive or extensive margin. This paper studies the growth along the extensive margin.
I organize my analysis around China's entry into the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001. Using the methodology developed in Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) , I measure the growth in the extensive margin for Japanese exports to China and Chinese exports to Japan following this trade liberalization. Since I use goods-level trade data, I refer to the extensive margin as the new goods margin. Growth in the new goods margin occurs when previously non-traded goods become traded.
Decomposing the data according to the methodology in Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) shows the new goods margin grows more for Chinese exports to Japan than for Japanese exports to China.
After China's entry into the WTO, new goods account for 22% of Chinese exports to Japan but only 15.9% of Japanese exports to China. Moreover, I present a time series measure showing growth in the new goods margin in Chinese exports to Japan coincides with Chinese entry into the WTO, which provides evidence for the importance of the new goods margin in generating trade growth after a trade liberalization. The growth in the new goods margin in Japanese exports to China, however, does not coincide with Chinese entry into the WTO but occurs later in my sample period.
The results for the Japanese-Chinese case can directly be compared to the experiments in Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) and Amarsanaa and Kurokawa (2012) for the cases of U.S.-Chinese trade and Mongolian-Chinese trade after China's entry into the WTO. Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) presents evidence for growth in the new goods margin in both U.S. exports to China and Chinese exports to the U.S. which is similar in magnitude and timing to other trade liberalization episodes studied by the authors, such as the adoption of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and found elsewhere in the literature (see below). Applying the Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) methodology, Amarsanaa and Kurokawa (2012) My results provide both positive evidence for the importance of the new goods margin in international trade and identify an area for future trade growth for policy-makers. In the case of Chinese exports to Japan, the results highlight the effect a trade liberalization has on the new goods margin. Trade economists and policy-makers should consider these empirical findings when conducting policy analysis. Models without an extensive margin would be ill suited to evaluating the effects of a trade liberalization, for example. In the case of Japanese exports to China, the results suggest Japanese exporters did not take full advantage of China's entry into the WTO across a large number of goods. Japanese policy-makers interested in improving export performance should consider ways to generate growth along the new goods margin.
Other studies in the literature have found evidence linking trade liberalizations with growth in the extensive margin. In the case of Costa Rica, Arkolakis, Demidova, Klenow, and Rodríguez-Clare (2008) finds growth in imported varieties coincides with a period of trade liberalization.
Using the methodology developed in Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) , Sandrey and van Seventer (2004) , Mukerji (2009), and Dalton (2013) Large countries report fewer zeros due purely to size. Applying the same fixed cut-off across countries does not account for differences in the relative importance of a good in a country's trade. Instead of using a fixed cut-off, Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) allows the dollar value of the cut-off to vary across countries by defining non-traded goods by their relative importance, or unimportance, in a country's trade.
In order to analyze the new goods margin over a particular sample period for a bilateral trade flow, I follow Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) for Japanese exports to China. Although there is growth along the new goods margin in Japanese exports to China, the growth was not as much as that experienced during other trade liberalization episodes and ranks near the bottom of the episodes analyzed using the methodology in Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) . This result is even more surprising given the potential for large growth in the new goods margin captured by the fact that approximately 80% of the total possible goods are classified as least-traded goods. Japanese exporters appear to not have taken full advantage of Chinese entrance into the WTO across a large number of least-traded goods.
Before moving on to analyze the timing of the growth in the new goods margin, it is worth pointing out the bin experiencing the next largest increase in its share of Japanese exports to
China is the eighth bin in figure 2. These goods grow from 10% of Japanese exports to China in 1996 to 14.6% in 2006 and include two important export categories for Japan, SITC 4-digit codes 7849, other parts and accessories of motor vehicles, and 7810, passenger motor cars, for transport of passengers and goods.
So, when did the growth in the new goods margin actually occur? Figure 3 The least-traded goods grow from 10% of Chinese exports to Japan in 1996 to 22% in 2006.
The magnitude of this growth is more in line with trade liberalization episodes experiencing the largest growth in the share of least-traded goods, as reported in Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) , Sandrey and van Seventer (2004) , and Mukerji (2009) . The bin of goods experiencing the next largest increase in its share of Chinese exports to Japan is the second bin in Figure 5 shows an acceleration in the share of least-traded goods after China enters the WTO in 2001. Before entering the WTO, the set of least-traded goods had only increased from 10% to 12% of Chinese exports to Japan. After entering the WTO, the least-traded goods steadily increase to 22% of Chinese exports to Japan. Kehoe and Ruhl (2013) and Amarsanaa and Kurokawa (2012) to China, but the growth in these least-traded goods also lags behind that experienced by the least-traded goods in U.S. and Mongolian exports to China.
Conclusion
Both Japanese exports to China and Chinese exports to Japan experience growth along the new goods margin during the period surrounding China's entry into the WTO. Only growth in the new goods margin in Chinese exports to Japan, however, coincides with the timing of China's entry into the WTO. Japanese exporters appear to not have taken full advantage of China's entry into the WTO across a large number of goods. Understanding why this growth failed to occurred provides an avenue of future research and will shed light on the evolving relationship between Japan and China. Despite ongoing political tensions between the two countries, growth along the new goods margin in Japanese exports to China represents one area in which Japan and China may become more closely tied to one another in the future.
